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The basics: great sound, great value

Great foundation
Over six decades, Phonak has established itself as the
worldwide leading hearing health care provider with a
solid reputation for innovation, advanced technology
and reliability.
Through our global presence and network of local
partners in over 100 countries we continue to reach
out to enhance the quality of life for people with
hearing loss.
With Phonak and your hearing care professional you
are in the best hands on your journey to better hearing.

Roots in Switzerland
At Phonak we are proud of our Swiss heritage.
At our headquarters near the Lake of Zurich,
audiologists and engineers have designed, developed
and produced industry-leading hearing aids since 1947.
These include some of the smallest and most powerful
hearing solutions available on the market. Phonak
stands for perfection, highest quality, reliability and
trustworthiness.

Phonak Baseo Q
Today’s modern hearing aids will surprise you. Gone
are those bulky whistling products you may remember
from the old days. Our newest generation of hearing
aids are discreet, high-tech digital devices with
excellent sound quality.
Even in our entry-level the hearing aids Phonak Baseo Q
and Phonak Tao Q offer you the benefits of a state-ofthe-art quality product:

Phonak Baseo Q is available in four Behind-The-Ear
models each with an attractive durable housing. Baseo Q
covers a broad range of hearing needs from mild to
severe hearing losses.

Discreet hair and skin colors

• Great sound
• Comfortable listening in noise
• Proven reliability
Beige

Black

Taupe

Gray

Phonak Tao Q
Phonak Tao Q comes in three models that are worn
discreetly inside the ear. Each Tao Q is individually
crafted to fit your own individual ear to ensure the
best possible fit and comfort.

Phonak Tao Q-10

Phonak Tao Q-312

Phonak Tao Q-13

Please ask your hearing care professional about Tao Q
colors and options.

Your benefits from Phonak
Quest technology
Enjoy great sound
Phonak Baseo Q and Tao Q hearing aids are built
on state-of-the-art Phonak Quest technology* also
used in the most advanced Phonak products.

Features comparison by performance level

Baseo Q and Tao Q are computer programmed based
on your individual hearing loss. Your hearing care
professional can then further adjust the settings based
on your individual preferences in 2, 3 or 4 frequency
ranges. These adjustments are much more precise
than any mechanically tuned hearing aid.

Key features
Frequency channels
Precision computer programming
Directional microphone option
Telecoil
Phonak BassBoost™

Enjoy comfortable listening – even in noise
Phonak Baseo Q and Tao Q in performance levels Q15
and Q10 include the single most effective technology
in hearing aids to improve understanding in noisy
situations: directional microphones. They reduce
background noise and significantly improve your
understanding of the conversation partner in front
of you, for example in a busy restaurant.
Proven reliability
Baseo Q and Tao Q are based on our most robust
designs – sold over a million times worldwide.
And we improved them further to be your daily,
highly reliable companion even when challenged
by rain, sweat and dust.

* According to an international customer survey conducted by the Phonak Research Center, nine out
of ten hearing care professionals would recommend Phonak Quest hearing aids.

Phonak Baseo Q15/Q10/Q5
Phonak Tao Q15/Q10

Other features
Phonak WhistleBlock
Phonak NoiseBlock Basic
Manual programs
Baseo Q color options
Tao Q color options
Roger compatibility
WaterResistant IP57**
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**IP57 indicates that the hearing aid is water resistant and dust protected. It survived immersion in
1m of water for 30 minutes and 8 hours in a dust chamber as per the IEC60529 standard. IP57 apply
to Phonak Baseo Q only.

Life is on
At Phonak, we believe that hearing well is essential to
living life to the fullest. For more than 70 years, we
remain true to our mission by developing pioneering
hearing solutions that change people’s lives to thrive
socially and emotionally. Life is on.
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